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Ion cleansing foot bath is an electrolytic system
for body detoxification.
Toxin overloading: Ion cleansing is an effective
way to neutralize toxins that accumulate in the
body including: organs, glands, lymph, arteries,
nerves, muscles, connective tissue, and joints.
By creating an environment that eliminates
allergic and immune system dysfunctions, the
body is balanced and healthy. The ion
purification system neutralizes the toxins and
impurities of the human body by generating a
large amount of negative ions, and discharges
them from the body through the pores of both
feet in a rapid infiltration manner.

Negative Ion Electrolysis to Fight Against
Human Dampness!
During spring time, humid air filled our living environment. The
influence of dampness in the human body must not be ignored.
Living in Hong Kong, located in this sub-tropical region of southern
China, people are prone to rheumatism or arthritis due to the humid
climate.
Itchiness caused by eczema is very troublesome and unbearable.
Palliative treatments can cure the symptoms but not the root cause
of the disease. This indeed makes people feel helpless and
depressed.
Accumulation of dampness and acidic substances in the body causes
the stomach to be in an irritated state constantly; the bowel
movements are sluggish, the complexion is dark gray, the breath is
unpleasant, the gastrointestinal tract is watery, the blood and qi are
weak, the limbs are cold, the body is tired and low, lack of
enthusiasm, etc.
The Swiss Body Detox® electrolysis footbath effectively removes
accumulated dampness from the body. A 30-minute foot bath for 10
sessions will eliminate long-term dampness accumulated in human
body. The cardiovascular system, lymphatic system, and digestive
system (intestine) can purify contaminated cell membranes and
promote the dehumidification of internal organs such as liver,
gallbladder, pancreas, spleen, stomach and bladder.
You will be completely refreshed after the treatment of ten foot
baths. Your will be light-footed and full of vitality! Therefore, please
give yourself this rare opportunity to get rid of the accumulated
dampness in your body.

